Tableau Content Usage Stats

Popular Workbooks
- Memberships, Subscriptions, and More...

Popular Dashboards/Views
- Product Dashboard
- Product Summary by Regi...
- Renewal Category Dashbo...
- Renewal Summary by Reg...

Dashboard/View Usage by Month

Who access the Dashboards/views? (557 Users)
Tableau Content Usage Stats

Popular Workbooks
- Students
- Click on the circle to filter the dashboard

Popular Dashbaords / Views
- Click on the bar to filter the dashboard

Dashboard / View Usage by Month

Who access the Dashboards/views? (357 Users)
- Workbook Name: Students
- View Name: Dashboard
- User Name: [List of user names]

# of Projects: 1
# of Workbooks: 1
# of Users: 357
Tableau Content Usage Stats

Popular Workbooks
click on the circle to filter the dashboard

Popular Dashboards / Views
click on the bar to filter the dashboard

Dashboard / View Usage by Month

Who access the Dashboards/views? (114 Users)